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Buttons and Functions 

START 
Press to start exercise at an initial speed of 0.5 mph / 0.8 km/h. 
 
STOP 
Press to stop exercise during workout. 
 
  
ENTER 
a. Press to confirm program and preset function values during setting mode. 
b. Press to run setting procedure before pressing the START button. 
 
CUSTOM PROGRAM SAVE 
When selecting the custom program from C1 to C3, follow the instructions to press this button and save the program as 
your own custom workout program. Follow the C1-C3 CUSTOM PROGRAM operating instructions for details. 
 
FIT-TEST 
Press the FIT TEST button to start the Fitness-Test function to test your physical condition during a workout. Follow the 
Fitness-Test operating instructions for details. 
 
SPEED UP / DOWN 
a. Press to increase/decrease exercise speed by 0.1mph or km/h.  
b. Hold the button to continuously increase/decrease speed by 0.5mph or km/h per second.  Release the button to 
stop the function. 
c. Press to select programs and preset related function value. 
 
INCLINE UP / DOWN  
Press up or down to change incline level. 
 
 
DIRECT SPEED AND INCLINE BUTTONS 
Press the Direct Speed or Direct Incline buttons to adjust the speed or incline to your desired volume directly. 
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POWER ON MODE 

When the unit is switched on, “PRESS START TO QUICK START OR ENTER TO SELECT PROGRAM” will display on the LCD. 

Press START to begin training in QUICK START MODE or ENTER to go into PROGRAM MODE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNIT CONVERSION MODE – (KM / ML.) 

When the console is in POWER ON MODE, press and hold the STOP and START simultaneously to enter into the UNIT 

CONVERSION MODE. The console will sound a BEEP and show the current default setting KM (kilometers) or ML (miles). 

Use START to toggle between KM and ML. Press ENTER to confirm the selection and return to POWER ON MODE. The 

console will sound an extended BEEP as it saves the new setting. To exit UNIT CONVERSION MODE without saving use 

the STOP/ENTER button.  

SLEEP MODE 

The computer will automatically enter SLEEP MODE if there is no movement for 3 minutes or no input is received. Press 

any button to return to POWER ON MODE when the computer is in the SLEEP MODE. 

 

SAFETY KEY  

The safety key must be inserted into the slot and pushed upwards in order to operate the treadmill.  Always insert the 

safety key and attach the clip to your clothing at your waist before beginning your workout. If you should encounter 

problems and need to stop the motor quickly, simply pull the cord to disengage the safety key from the console. To 

continue operation turn the power switch to off,  turn the safety key to “on” position then turn the switch on again. 

 

**Please do not operate the safety key as power switch of treadmill.  You must power off the treadmill by turning 

the power switch off after you finish a workout.  Please always set the safety key in “on ” potision then switch on 

the treadmill using the power switch. 

 

QUICK START MODE 

Press the START after powering on the treadmill to enter Quick Start workout mode, when in QUICK START MODE, the 

treadmill will countdown from 3 to zero and then the belt starts at 0.8km/h or 0.5 mph speed.  The workout Time, 

Distance and approximate Calories figure will count up from 0.  The running speed will also display on screen.  The 

user can press SPEED-UP or SPEED-DOWN buttons to adjust running speed, and press INCLINE-UP or INCLINE-DOWN 

buttons to adjust the INCLINE level. 

Press the STOP button to pause the program, and START to restart, or press STOP again to return to POWER ON MODE. 
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COOL DOWN 

After completion of each program the TIME LCD window will show “COOL” and blink then start a 60 seconds cool down 

procedure.  The Time counts down from 01:00 to 00:00, thespeed stays at 2 mph / 3.2 km/h and the incline level stays 

at level 0.  Press the STOP button to return to POWER ON status. To escape the cool down procedure press the STOP 

button once anytime during the process to enter the PAUSE status and press the STOP button again to enter the POWER 

ON status. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
FITNESS-TEST 
The Fitness-Test function is the feature to let the user test their physical condition during a workout. The fitness rating 
is determined by measuring how quickly the user’s pulse slows down and with that measuring the users physical 
condition. The faster the pulse slows down, the better the user’s physical condition. User’s can record their fitness 
rating to use for reference. To start the Fitness-Test, press the “Fitness-Test ” button towards the end of a workout 
(while your pulse is still higher due to training). The treadmill will enter the PAUSE/STOP status. Place both hands on the 
hand pulse sensors within 10 seconds (for models equipped with a chest belt pulse transmitter, keep the chest belt on, 
no need to hold the hand pulse). The pulse receiver will scan and detect the user’s pulse in 10 seconds and enter the 
Fitness-Test function. TIME counts down from 01:00 to 00:00. After the count-down the SPEED LCD window will show 
the Fitness rating (1-6). The lower the number the better your fitness.  Record the rating for future comparison. After 
completion of the Fitness-Test (1 minute) the training can be resumed by pressing the START button. 
During the Fitness-Test, if you want to stop the function and stop workout, press the STOP/ENTER button and return to 
POWER ON status. 
During the Fitness-Test, if you want to continue the previous program, press the START button to continue the previous 
program. 
After pressing the Fitness-Test button, if the pulse receiver fails to scan and receive the user’s pulse the computer will 
stay at PAUSE/STOP status.  Press the STOP/ENTER button to return to POWER ON status or press the START button to 
continue the previous program. 
The Fitness-Test cannot be activated while in the COOL DOWN. 
 
 

INTELLIGENT WEIGHT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM OPERATION PROCEDURES: 

 

1. Keep the safety key in the “ON” position then turn on the power of treadmill.  Press the button of “IWM” on 

console, the light would start blinking.  The blinking light on IWM button means that console is waiting for a 

signal of the users weight measurement from the weighing scales.  Stand on scales steadily until the body weight 

figure displays on the scales and blinks 3 times.  The body weight figure will be transmitted to the treadmill 

console display automatically.  The IWM light will stop blinking and have one “beep” after the users weight data 

is received.  You will see the users weight figure that records on the console screen.   

2. Press Incline UP/DOWN or Speed UP/DOWN buttons to select user ID (between U1 to U7) then press ENTER to 

confirm. 

3. You now need to set the sex of the user.  Press the Incline UP/DOWN or Speed UP/DOWN buttons to change the 

user sex between male and female.  Press ENTER button to confirm your choice. 

4. Next set the users age.  The default age is 30, press Incline UP/DOWN or Speed UP/DOWN buttons to adjust the  
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user age.  Press ENTER button to confirm. 

5. Now set the user height.  Press Incline UP/DOWN or Speed UP/DOWN buttons to adjust the users height then 

press ENTER button to confirm. 

6. After the user profile set up is complete, the console will display the recommend user weight on “RECOM.” weight 

numbers which are calculated through users height based on standard BMI measurements.  You can compare 

the exact body weight and recommend body weight.  The console will also automatically generate personalized 

workout program with target calories and target distance.  All you need to do now is press START button and 

enjoy your workout.  After starting the exercise program, the target calories and distance will countdown till zero.  

The console will adjust speed and incline automatically. 

7. You can adjust the speed and incline by pressing related buttons during exercise.  The workout time will be 

changed according to speed and incline change.  For example, if you increase speed manually then the workout 

time will become shorter accordingly.  This is due to It because the target calories been preset by IWM, once you 

increase speed the workout time will become shorter to maintain the same calories consuming.   

 
 

PROGRAM 

To select one of the User programs, you will need to select the USER CODE first, press the UP/DOWN button to select the 

USER CODE from U1 to U7. This is shown in the SPEED display. Press the ENTER button to confirm the USER CODE. If the 

user information has been previously input, press ENTER button and hold for 5 seconds, The computer will then skip the 

user information set up procedure and enter the program select procedure. To input new information , please follow the 

below procedure.  

 

 

SET UP USER CODE 

After setting the User WEIGHT, User ID will show a blinking “U1”,press UP / DOWN buttons to choose the User ID from 

U1 to U7 and press the ENTER button to assign the user ID shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SET USER GENDER 

 

After assigning your user ID, the gender icon will display on the Upper LCD. Press the UP/DOWN buttons to switch 

between male and female icon then press the ENTER button to select your gender. 

 

SET USER AGE 

After setting the Users gender, the LCD will display the current (or default) setting for Age (30). Press the UP and DOWN 

button to set the user Age and press ENTER to save. 
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SET USER HEIGHT 

After setting the users Age, the LCD will display current (or default) setting for Height (160 cm / 5’3’’). Press the  

UP and DOWN buttons to set the user height and press ENTER to save. 

 

PROGRAM MODE 

After setting the users Height, the LCD will display a blinking P, indicating that the user is now free to select from 

Programs 1-8. Press the UP and DOWN buttons to select the program and press the ENTER button to set up that 

program. Details on each of the Programs follow. 

 

 

 

P1 - TARGET TIME PROGRAM 

If user selects P1 and presses the ENTER, the LCD will blink 30.00 (min.).The user must next select the target time (min.) 

and then press ENTER to confirm the setting. The user may then press the START button to begin the program. Time will 

count down from the defined target time, with an initial speed of 3.2km/hr / 2.0 mph. 

The user may press SPEED-UP or SPEED-DOWN to adjust the running speed. 

The user may press INCLINE-UP or INCLINE-DOWN button to adjust the treadmills incline level. 

Press STOP to pause the program, START to restart, or press the STOP button again to return to POWER ON MODE. 

 

   

 

P2 - TARGET DISTANCE PROGRAM 

If the user selects P2 and presses ENTER, the LCD will blink 3.2 (km/mi.). The user must next use UP /DOWN to setup the 

Target Distance, and then press ENTER to confirm the setting. 

The user must then press START to begin the program P2 – TARGET DISTANCE. 

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with 

SPEED-UP / SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the 

workout, and will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detai LCD above. 
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P3 - TARGET CALORIES PROGRAM 

If the user selects the P3 program and presses ENTER, the LCD will begin blinking 50 (calories). The user must next use 

UP / DOWN to setup Target Calories, and then press ENTER to confirm the setting. 

The user may then press START to initiate the program, P3 – TARGET CALORIES. At program start the Calories will count 

down from the Target Calories value, running at an initial speed setting of 3.2km/ h / 2.0 mph.  

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with 

SPEED-UP / SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the 

workout, and will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detai LCD above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P4 - INCLINE INTERVAL PROGRAM 

If user selects the P4 program, and presses ENTER, Level and Duration Time need to be setup to start the program.  

After selecting the P4 program, L1 will first be blinking, and the user must use UP /DOWN to select a Performance Level 

between L1 and L12, and then press ENTER to confirm the setting.  

After setting the preferred Performance Level, the LCD will blink 24:00 (min.) workout time, the user must use UP/ 

DOWN to setup total workout time in intervals of 4:00 (min.), then press ENTER to confirm the setting.  

The user may then press START to initiate the program, P4 – INCLINE INTERVAL.  

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with 

SPEED-UP / SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the 

workout, and will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detaiLCD above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEVEL MIN. INCLINE LEVEL MAX. INCLINE LEVEL 

1 0.0 4.0 

2 0.0 7.0 

3 1.0 5.0 

4 1.0 8.0 

5 2.0 6.0 

6 2.0 9.0 

7 3.0 7.0 

8 3.0 10.0 

9 4.0 8.0 

10 4.0 11.0 

11 5.0 9.0 
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12 5.0 12.0 

 

 

P5 - SPEED INTERVAL PROGRAM 

If the user selects P5 and presses ENTER, L1 will first be blinking and the user must select a Performance Level between 

L1 and L12 using UP /DOWN to set the min. and max. speed setting.  

After setting the preferred Performance level (ENTER), then press ENTER to confirm the setting, the LCD will display a 

blinking 24:00 (min.) workout time. The user must then use UP /DOWN buttons to adjust the total workout time in 

intervals of 4:00 (min.) and then press ENTER to confirm the setting. 

The user may press START to initiate the program, P5- SPEED INTERVAL.  

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with SPEED-UP 

/ SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the workout, and 

will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detai LCD above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEVEL MIN. SPEED(ML) MAX. SPEED(ML) MAX. SPEED(KM) MAX. SPEED(KM) 

1 1.8 3.0 2.9 4.8 

2 2.0 3.4 3.2 5.4 

3 2.2 3.8 3.5 6.1 

4 2.4 4.2 3.8 6.7 

5 2.6 4.6 4.2 7.4 

6 2.8 5.0 4.5 8.0 

7 3.0 5.4 4.8 8.6 

8 3.2 5.8 5.1 9.3 

9 3.4 6.2 5.4 9.9 

10 3.6 6.6 5.8 10.6 

11 3.8 7.0 6.1 11.2 

12 4.0 7.2 6.4 11.5 

 

 

 

P6 - WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM   

If the user selects P6 and presses ENTER, L1 will first be blinking, the user must then select a Performance Level  

between L1 and L12 using UP /DOWN to set the min. and max. speed and incline settings.  

After setting the preferred Performance level, the LCD will display a blinking 30:00 (min.) workout time. The user must 

then use UP /DOWN buttons to adjust the total workout time in intervals of 5:00 (min.) and then press ENTER to confirm 
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the setting. 

The user may then press START to initiate the program, P6 – WEIGHT LOSS.   

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with SPEED-UP 

/ SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the workout, and 

will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detai LCD above. 

 

Note: During the workout Users can override the Speed and Incline settings by pressing the SPEED-UP/SPEED-DOWN and 

INCLINE-UP/INCLINE-DOWN buttons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEVEL MIN. SPEED(ML) MAX. SPEED(ML) MIN. SPEED(KM) MAX. SPEED(KM) 
MIN. INCLINE 
LEVEL 

MAX INCLINE 
LEVEL 

1 1.6 2.8 2.6 4.5 0 1 

2 1.8 3.0 2.9 4.8 0 2 

3 2.0 3.2 3.2 5.1 1 3 

4 2.2 3.4 3.5 5.4 1 4 

5 2.4 3.6 3.8 5.8 2 5 

6 2.6 3.8 4.2 6.1 2 6 

7 2.8 4.0 4.5 6.4 3 7 

8 3.0 4.2 4.8 6.7 3 8 

9 3.2 4.4 5.1 7.0 3 9 

10 3.4 4.6 5.4 7.4 4 10 

11 3.6 4.8 5.8 7.7 4 11 

12 3.8 5.0 6.1 8.0 4 12 

 

P7- 5K SELF LEARNING PROGRAM 

If the user selects the P7 and presses ENTER, the display shows the preset distance 5 km / 3mi. 

The user may then press START to initiate the program, P7 – 5K SELF LEARNING. The Speed starts from 3.2 km/h / 2.0 

mph, and Time and Calories begin to count up from 0. During the course of the workout, Distance will gradually count 

down from 5 km / 3 mi.  

At the end of the workout the user may observe the Time and Calories displayed and note these values as target 

parameters to be improved upon in the next workout session (for example with the goal to achieve a faster time and/or 

a higher level of calories burnt). 

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with 

SPEED-UP / SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the 

workout, and will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detaiLCD above. 

Note: During the workout Users can override the Speed and Incline settings by pressing the SPEED-UP/SPEED-DOWN and 

INCLINE-UP/INCLINE-DOWN buttons. 
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P8 - HEART RATE CONTROL PROGRAM 

If the user selects P8 and presses ENTER, the display will show a calculated initial Target Heart Rate (based on user age) 

as shown at the end of this manual. The user must now set the Target Heart Rate using UP / DOWN according to the 

user’s own physical condition and professional trainer or doctor’s instruction, and then pressing START to confirm the 

user-defined setting. After this the user must then enter a Total Workout Time in 3:00 (min.) intervals or accept the 

default 60:00 (min.). 

The user may then press START to initiate the program, P8 – HEART RATE CONTROL.   

Upon beginning the HEART RATE CONTROL program, up to 3 consecutive 3 minute monitoring phases are executed just 

after the program initiates and the belt begins moving. 

 

 

Phase 1 – Speed Adjust 

In the first Phase, the user’s heart rate will be monitored continuously and at 30 second intervals counting down from 

3:00 (min.). If the Threshold Heart Rate (approx. 75% Target Heart Rate) is not met, the Speed of the treadmill will be 

increased at 0.8 km/hr / 0.5 mph at a time. The treadmill will continue to increase Speed in this Phase beginning at 3.2 

km/h / 2 mph up to the maximum of Level 7.2 km/h / 4.5 mph. If the Threshold Heart Rate is met in this Phase, then the 

program skips Phase 3 below and begins directly with HEART RATE CONTROL MODE. 

Note: The Speed will not change when the program cannot detect the heart rate. 

Phase 2 – Incline Adjust 

In the second Phase, the user’s heart rate will again be monitored continuously and at 30 second intervals counting 

down from 3:00 (min.), if the Threshold Heart Rate (approx. 75% Target Heart Rate) is still not met, the Incline of the 

treadmill will be raised at one level at a time. The treadmill will continue to raise during this Phase up to the maximum 

of Level 5. If the Threshold Heart Rate is met in this Phase, then the program skips Phases 2 and 3 below and begins 

directly with HEART RATE CONTROL MODE. 

Note: The incline level will not change when the program cannot detect the heart rate. 

Phase 3 – Extended Monitoring 

In the third Phase, there is no further change to Incline or Speed, and the user’s heart rate in monitored continuously 

counting down from 3:00 (min.) at fixed Speed and Incline settings. If during this period the Threshold Heart Rate 

(approx. 75% Target Heart Rate) is not met then the display will give an indication that the HEART RATE CONTROL 

Program has frail (shows the word FAIL at the top of the display) and after blinking 10 seconds will return to the POWER 
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ON MODE. If during the extended monitoring period of 3 minutes the Threshold Heart Rate is achieved the program will 

switch over to HEART RATE CONTROL MODE as described in the next section. 

HEART RATE CONTROL MODE 

When the program enters into the HEART RATE CONTROL Program, the total time continues to count down, Calories 

spent and Distance traversed increase, and the treadmill will run with the same Speed and Incline level determined by 

the warm-up phases (Incline, Speed, and Extended Monitoring). Throughout the duration of the program, the Incline 

level will be adjusted to maintain the Target Heart Rate, and speed will be subsequently adjusted if the incline reaches a 

minimum or maximum level. At every 30 second interval the program will monitor the actual user hear rate and modify 

incline or speed to maintain the user-defined Target Heart Rate. If the Target Heart Rate is exceed for just over 3:00 

(min), then the monitored heart rate will flash 10 seconds before the unit switches into COOL DOWN MODE. If the unit 

cannot detect the actual heart rate it will display a ‘P’ (pulse) in place of the heart rate value until the sensors pick up a 

signal. If no pulse can be detected for a period of more than 30 seconds, incline and speed will reduce to their minimum 

levels (L0 (level) and 3.2 km/h / 5 mph) respectively. 

 

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with 

SPEED-UP / SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the 

workout, and will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detaiLCD above. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P9 -11: CUSTOM COURSE 1 – 3 (C1-C3) PROGRAM 

If the user selects the P9 program and presses ENTER, the LCD will display the previously saved Speed Profile or Preset 

Profile. The program can maintain settings for a total workout period of 60 minutes. 

The user may then press START to initiate the program, P9 – CUSTOM COURSE 1. The user can adjust speed and incline 

intervals using SPEED-UP/SPEED-DOWN and INCLINE-UP/INCLINE-DOWN, respectively. The program is designed to then 

record the settings made for both incline and speed at 1:00 (min.) intervals for replay at a later time.  The program 

automatically enters COOL DOWN MODE when the user presses STOP.  

 

Upon exiting the program (with STOP) and/or after the COOL DOWN MODE, the user will be queried as to whether the 

recorded workout session should be saved for repeat use or not. The user can then press ENTER to save the recorded 

workout profile or press BACK to return to the POWER ON MODE without saving. 

 

Extending/Reducing Recorded Time 
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When running a previously recorded program, the user can extend the time duration of the CUSTOM COURSE by 

pressing START before the time counts down to zero. Similarly, pressing START at this time will also allow the user to 

toggle between the option to extend training time duration or reduce it. With each contact of the START button during 

the duration of the CUSTOM COURSE program, it will toggle between EXTENDED and REDUCED MODE.   

 

Extended Mode 

Pressing START from within the workout period or during COOL DOWN allows the user to enter extended mode and 

then continue to alter speed and incline settings until a maximum of 60:00 (min) is reached. 

 

Reduced Mode 

Toggling with START to Reduced Mode and then pressing STOP ends the workout and deletes all subsequent speed and 

incline settings that may have been previously been stored in that program. 

As previously described in Program P1, the user may at any time during the workout period alter the speed with 

SPEED-UP / SPEED-DOWN, angle with INCLINE-UP / INCLINE-DOWN. The User may also pause (STOP) or STOP (2x) the 

workout, and will at the conclusion of any given program enter the COOL DOWN program as detaiLCD above.If the total 

workout time is reached or if the user decides to STOP the program, the SAVE screen will be portrayed, giving the user 

the option to save the recorded session for use. The Save screen as shown below stays open for access over a course of 

10 seconds. Should the counter be permitted to count down to zero then a 1 min. COOL DOWN Program is initiated first. 

The user may still interrupt the COOL DOWN sequence, by pressing STOP sequentially. 

To save the last set of 1 min. intervals executed, the user must now simply press ENTER. This will overwrite any previous 

interval settings for this program. To not save or overwrite the previous data the user must simply press STOP (once and 

again), and they will be returned to POWER ON MODE. 
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Heart Rate diagram 

 

You can calculate the target-heartrate for your training as follows:  

Maximum heartrate = 220 minus age 

For the different trainingtargets you should train with the following percentage of your maximum heartrate:  

Health/Fat Burning:  50 – 70% of your max. heartrate 

Fitness/Bodyshaping:   70 – 80% of your max. heartrate 

Performance:    80 - 90% of your max. heartrate 

Example:   

You are 25 years old and want to train for the target Fitness: 

                              220 – 25 = 195 

70% of 195 = 136.5    

80% of 195 = 156    

 Your target-heartrate should be between 136.5 and 156 beats per minute. 
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This information is for your reference only. To determine your individual training intensity or in case                   

you should have health restrictions please consult your physician before starting exercising. 

 

Customer Service  

Spare Part Order: 

By giving the serial number of your product you can order spare parts via our technical support team on 0800 440 2459 

 

Contact 

RFE UK LTD 

The Performance Centre 

MAIDSTONE RD 

KINGSTON 

MILTON KEYNES 

MK10 0BD 

head office tel: 0044 (0) 1908 793020 

head office fax: 0044 (0) 1908 793021 

e-mail: info@rfeinternational.com 

web: www.reebokfitness.co.uk 

Technical support:  

tel: 0044 (0) 800 440 2459 

e-mail: techsupport@rfeinternational.com  

 

Advice 

The owner’s manual is only for the customer reference. Reebok cannot be held responsible for mistakes occurring due 

to translation or change in technical specification of the product. 

Warranty  

 
Limited Warranty – UK Only 
RFE UK Ltd. (RFE), warrants this product to be free from defects in workmanship and material, under normal use and 
service conditions, for a period of (2) two years for parts and labour.  This warranty extends only to the original 
purchaser.  RFE’s obligation under this warranty is limited to replacing or repairing, at RFE’s option, the product 
through one of its authorized service centers.  All repairs for which warranty claims are made must be pre-authorized 
by RFE.  This warranty does not extend to any product or damage to the product caused by or attributed to freight 
damage, abuse, misuse, improper or abnormal usage or repairs not provided by a RFE authorized service centre, 
products used for commercial or rental purposes, or products used as store display models.  No other warranty 
beyond that specifically set forth above is authorized by RFE. 
 
RFE is not responsible or liable for indirect, special or consequential damages arising out of or in connection with the 
use of performance of the product or damages with respect to any economic loss, loss of property, loss of revenues or 
profits, loss of enjoyment or use, costs of removal, installation or other consequential damages of whatsoever nature.  
 
The warranty extended hereunder is in lieu of any and all other warranties and any implied warranties of 
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merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in its scope and duration to the terms set forth herein.  
 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


